Abstract

In this era, practical, effectiveness and safety in activities are the necessities and demands of life where almost all people make it a priority in their lives. Effectiveness in activities will be obtained by the availability of technology that supports it all. Various efforts have been made by humans to make neat clothes so as to create a clean impression and support various activities, an example of the results of human efforts that are widely used to overcome this is by using an iron. In addition, the majority of the equipment still requires manual operation. Apart from the practical side, but does not eliminate the safety side. So here the author is interested in conducting research on the practicality of use which is later expected to make the use of irons more efficient, practical and safe. The measured parameter is how the DS18B20 temperature sensor functions as a temperature response receiver that sends a signal to the temperature sensor module which will activate or deactivate the iron through a smartphone. The results of this study that the device is able to send a signal to the smartphone and if the temperature produced by the iron exceeds the maximum limit a warning sign will appear on the smartphone, and the user can operate the iron online and remotely using a smartphone. The speed of response received by the tool is also to be forwarded to the iron or smartphone is also in accordance with needs
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1. Preliminary

1.1 Background

As technological advances in life are demanded to be practical and modern. Technology in the world is getting faster and faster, and many electronic devices that were used manually operated now can be operated automatically. With the creation of sophisticated tools that can simplify human work. Quite a lot of research in the world, especially in the field of electronics. These technological advances can also support activities in the household, laundry service companies, hotels and hospitals. Almost every day many who use the iron to spruce up clothes. Because by tidying clothes using an iron can simplify the work of humans themselves and save time daily. It began with the development of the present age so that tidying up clothes was made easy too. In the past, simple models of ironing can now be modified to become more sophisticated and more practical. The old-fashioned iron still uses the simple technology of using ON / OFF manually and cannot be operated remotely online. Then it can damage the clothes if the temperature used is too hot and can cause a fire if it is turned on with a maximum temperature but not operated and not monitored. It also resulted in daily electricity wastage. Based on the explanation of the above problems, researchers made the tool "MAKING TEMPERATURE ALARM IN IRON-BASED PLAYSTORE BLINK APPLICATIONS". So a new system was made in the Iron to make it easier to use automatically remotely. To get maximum results, use the mini WEMOS D1 tool as a regulator of the program from Iron. Not only that, researchers also developed a tool by using an android smartphone as a remote control so that it could be monitored anywhere, so it was not bothered by human negligence. For sensors that are used on this Iron media using the Temperature Sensor DS18B20, then the way the sensor works sends the data to the WEMOS D1 mini then processed and displayed on the LCD or on a smartphone to find out the results.
1.2 Scope of problem
- How do you operate the Iron from a Smartphone online without unplugging it from the power source?
- How do you display the Warning Sign on an android smartphone?

1.3 Objectives and benefits
This research aims to:
- Know how to make a program to operate the iron automatically from the Smartphone without unplugging it from the power source.
- Knowing in making a program to display warning signs and control the temperature value, on the smartphone.

The benefits of making this research include:
- The benefit for researchers is knowing the working principle of the Temperature Automation tool on the Iron based Playstore Blink application.
- Benefits for the campus are to provide knowledge for students and can be further developed for students and lecturers.
- The benefit for the community is that it can minimize the risk of fire caused by the user's negligence in controlling the temperature of the heat generated by the Iron and negligence when forgetting to not operate the iron for a long time when it is inserted a power source, in addition to saving the cost of electricity for its users.

2. METHOD
MAKING TEMPERATURE ALARM ON IRON-BASED BLYNK PLAYSTORE APPLICATION products are designed for the use of irons that may be used in the future for equipment that uses other electrical energy such as televisions, mixers, washing machines, etc. This product is intentionally made to facilitate human work and keep abreast of electronic devices, instead of automatic switches by using a mobile phone as a device to turn on or give an on-off command to an online iron, using a Wifi connection. This product consists of hardware, namely Iron, Automatic Module consisting of Relay, IC Wemos D1 Mini + Relay, Blynk Application and Mobile Wifi. The application used is an application that will be installed on an android mobile phone, with menus and commands according to the program that will turn on or turn off electronic equipment commands.

2.1 System Block Diagram
The following is a block diagram design drawings:

![Picture 1 Block diagram of product design]
How it works on the block diagram as follows:

- The iron sends a signal about the temperature scale to the DS18B20 temperature sensor
- Then the DS18B20 temperature sensor forwards the signal to the Wemos D1 Mini.
- The internet network in this series is supported by MiFi (Mobile Wi-Fi) functioning as a wireless link between the Wemos D1 Mini to the smartphone.
- Relay: The use of relays as automatic ON / OFF switches that can be operated with blynk applications, according to the data sent by the microcontroller. So the tool can work well.
- The results of the data can also be displayed to the smartphone via the Blynk application so that it can be controlled / monitored remotely.

2.2 Tools and Materials
1. Avometer Digital dan Analog
2. Screwdriver plus minus
3. Tespen
4. Cutting pliers
5. Soldering iron
6. Lead
7. Laptop
8. Wemos D1 Mini
9. DS18B20 Temperature Sensors
10. Relay 5VDC
11. Handphone Android
12. Iron
13. MIFI
14. Cable
15. Power Supply
16. LCD

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Software Research Results (Software)
The software used is Blynk with version 2.27.1 by entering the library of each sensor which includes temperature sensor DS18B20 Functioning as a collection of codes that can run commands on each sensor that will be used in the main program. The first command if the DS18B20 temperature sensor detects a temperature <90°C then the relay is connected and if the temperature is >90°C the relay will be disconnected. The use of the 2 channel relay program as an automatic switch operated by a temperature sensor and as a manual switch that can be operated by the blynk application on a smartphone. So that data can be displayed on the LCD and smartphone. With it displayed to a smartphone it can be monitored and operated anywhere. With notes Wemos D1 Mini and smartphone must be connected by the internet so that both can be operated. In testing this tool is supported by an internet connection using Mobile Wifi (Mifi) with the M3y Smartphone brand that has a 4G network with quality that is commonly used in the community.

3.2 Implementation and testing of the main menu screen
The results of the implementation of the main menu display design can be seen in Figure 2 showing the title of the application (thesis), on / off button, temperature gauge, graph of temperature change of the iron periodically and the exit button of the application. The testing phase on the main menu is by entering each control menu and usage instructions. The result is that each menu successfully leads to the intended screen according to the button name. Testing the application close / exit button when the button is touched will display a warning whether the user is sure to close the application or not. When "closed" is selected, the application is successfully closed. When selecting "cancel" then the user is still on the screen.
3.3 Implementation and testing of the on/off switch screen

The results of the implementation of the design of the on/off switch display can be seen in Figure 3 on the on/off switch screen displays the switch button, the bottom of the on/off button there is a gauge to regulate the temperature of the iron. Testing the on/off switch first tested the on/off button on application. Touch/press the on button, the green light indication on the toolbox lights up indicating the temperature of the iron is still below 100°C successfully connected. Testing the function of the off button by touching the seven buttons off, the results display an off indication with a red light on the box indicating the data was successfully sent to the Mini D1 wemos and the command to turn off the power source has been successful.
3.4 Implementation and testing of notification marks

The temperature signal obtained by the Ds18b20 temperature sensor inside the iron element will be forwarded to the Mini D1 Wemos which has got an internet connection from MIFI to be sent to the Smartphone via the Blynk application. Signals in the form of notifications will be received by blynk when the iron temperature exceeds 100°C - 116°C. The signal will be received once every 3 seconds if there is no command to turn off the power source and the temperature has not reached below 100°C. When the power source is turned off by Blynk, the temperature of the iron slowly drops and reaches a cold point. And the temperature notification will stop being received when the temperature is below 100°C.
6. notification image on blynk on a smartphone

As in the picture above shows that the warning notification will be sent to the smartphone every 3 seconds until the temperature of the iron drops below 100°C and the notification will stop to be received.

3.5 Definition of Variable Operations

**Independent variable**

The independent variable is the speed of time on the device as well as the size of the distance between the smartphone and the device in response to operating instructions for the iron.

**Dependent variable**

The dependent variable is how warning signs can occur on a smartphone if the temperature of the iron exceeds the specified temperature limit.

4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the implementation of the MAKING TEMPERATURE ALARM ON IRON-BASED BLYNK PLAYSTORE APPLICATION tool, several conclusions can be made:

- The application for making temperature alarms on irons on android smartphones has been successfully created using the Blynk playstore application. The Temperature Alarm Making application consists of an on / off switch and a warning sign on the Blynk application. Each control switch displays buttons like a real switch and an indication if the temperature on the iron exceeds the maximum limit. The user must turn on and connect the switch on the smartphone in the Blynk application to control. All types of control switches managed to control the temperature of the iron in accordance with their respective functions.

- In the trial of a device that implements the distance and speed of response, it is found that the time needed for the device to respond to the temperature obtained from the iron to be forwarded to the smartphone. With the time obtained, it still shows a good response and not too slow, but also depends on the internet connection in the tool.
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